BLUE ROSE MINISTRY

Presents

UCM 624

TENSORBEAM
BRAIN-WAVE READINGS
By mail, through the

SPACE CHANNEL, REV. ROBERT SHORT
Robert will channel his space contact, KORTON, for
questions of personal life-pattern records.
CHANNEL TIME 60 to 90 minutes
You are allowed six questions.
Please attach separate sheet
Mail with a DONATION:
$60 PLUS $4 P&H, audio cassette

Also available by mail (please enclose
Cassette tape or see cost if we
provide.) Please allow at least 2 weeks for reply.
Clip and mail below to Blue Rose Ministry, PO Box 332, Cornville, AZ 86325 (928) 634-6269
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YES, I do seek a reading on (date) _______________________, donation: $____________________
PRINT:
(name)___________________________________________________________
(address)________________________________________________(phn)__________
(city)___________________________________(state)_____________(zip)__________

(SEE FURTHER INFO OVER)

BLUE ROSE MINISTRY

Presents

We also offer PERSONAL CONSULTATIONS through our “extraterrestrial Sources” covering your
personal present- life activities, work and personal interests, business and family issues, as well as
health-related concerns. (We state that these are given as suggestions, advice or Spiritual healing
and are NOT intended in ANY MANNER as prescribing or diagnosing, and this should be clearly
understood when submitting any inquiries of the above nature.)
Individuals should submit a 90-minute audio cassette tape, or if desired a $4.00 donation for same.
Questions (inquiries) should be enclosed in a separate envelope and sealed, so that the assistant
will be the only person to see the questions and NOT the channel. We do ask that one does NOT
seek after where wealth may be discovered through ANY means other than that which is LEGITIMITE
or HONEST and preferably work-related. Also avoid those questions dealing with reincarnation or
past lives UNLESS it relates to a present emotional or traumatic experienced and/or it is
volunteered in answering a query submitted!
We request that one does NOT seek after “physical contact” for whatever reason with our
“sources,” as such “sources” if they so desire will know of you through such questions submitted
and will of their own interests make effort to make their own “contacts” (we have known of such
”contacts” and other “incidents” that have taken place over the last 52 years of our experiences
with this “intelligence” and a great deal of this has been documented by us, but NOT intended to
satisfy PROOF of same.)
We do ask for a donation of $60.00 per individual and $4.00 (if desired) for audio cassette tape.

